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A SITUATION AUDIT
OFTHE
METRO-DADE TRANSIT AGENCY
INTRODUCTION

There is an old riddle that asks "How many sides does a circle have"? The correct answer is - two:
the outside and the inside. This riddle is particularly appropriate for organizations that are
undertaking a strategic planning process. These organizations are concerned with two
environments: (I) the external environment and (2) the internal environment. In general, the
external environment is comprised of all the factors that affect an organization from without. The
external environment is outside of the direct control of an organization, but it influences the ability
of an organization to accomplish its mission. The effectiveness of an organization depends on its
ability to adapt to the ever-changing nature of the external environment. The internal environment
is comprised of those processes and resources that are, for the most part, under the control of the
organization. Such things include workplans, expenditures, personnel assignments, leadership and
management styles, etc.
When developing a strategic plan, it is helpful for an organization to conduct a II Situation Audit"
or "Environmental Scan" to analyze and identify external trends and forces that will have an impact
on its goals and operations. The purpose of such a review is not to try to predict the future. The
purpose is to better anticipate what might happen in the next few years to allow the organization to
strategically position itself to make the most of upcoming opportunities and counter distinct threats.
This process utilizes managerial knowledge, intuition and judgment, supplemented by a review of
plans, issues and policies that are expected to cause changes in the external environment. While
being far from foolproof, this process helps prevent an agency from being totally blindsided by
future events. It allows an organization to manage change rather than be managed by change.
In order to take full advantage of opportunities and deal with threats, it is also important for the
organization to honestly assess internal strengths and weaknesses. Organizations can change internal
priorities, resources or processes to allow them to respond positively to the external changes. This
review of both the external and internal environments is necessary to identify the "critical success
factors" for an organization. Ideally, an organization will turn its weaknesses into improvements,
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address and deal with the threats, build on its strengths, and take advantage of the various
opportunities .
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IDENTIFICATION OF FORCES, TRENDS AND ISSUES AFFECTING MDTA
The first element of the Situation Audit performed for IvIDT A's Strategic Management Plan was
to identify the forces, trends, and issues existing in the external environment that will affect MDT A's
mission, which is:

"To meet the mobility needs of our customers for high quality transit services
which take them where and when they want to go, consistent with prudent
business practices. "
This phase of the research for the update of the plan was conducted in two ways. First, CUTR
reviewed various plans and reports that provided insights into future events that will affect Dade
County's development, economy and population.
This included reviewing the county's
Comprehensive Development Master Plan, population projections, transportation improvement
plans, business profiles, the Homestead Air Force Base Re-use and Economic Redevelopment
Implementation Plan, local newspapers covering major development issues, and other sources of
information on trends and projects in Dade County.
Second, a workshop was held with Top Management ofivIDTA to share the summarized findings
of the above noted research and supplement those findings with additional IvIDTA staff insights.
These two steps resulted in the identification of the following forces, trends, and issues affecting
IvIDTA:
1.

The total population of Dade County is projected to grow steadily, by over 35,000 people per
year. Approximately 40% of the new growth will be attributed to natural increases, while 60%
will be attributable to immigration, almost all of which will be foreign immigration. The
primary sources of foreign immigration will be the Caribbean and Latin American nations. A
good percentage of these immigrants will be non-English speaking. Many will have modest
incomes. The largest single component of new immigrants will be from Cuba ( approximately
20,000 per year), based on the immigration agreement reached between the United States and
Cuba in 1994. Many will be transit dependent or at least transit susceptible. On the other
hand, many will have a mistrust of government and a resistance to taxes. The majority of new
development will take place in the western portions of the county, at relatively low density.
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2.

Per capita income in Dade County is lower than the rest of Florida and the United States by
approximately 5%. A University of Pittsburgh study on economic conditions of the 50 largest
cities concluded Miami has the highest percentage of households living in poverty in the
United States. The South Florida Regional Planning Council reports that four of every ten
children in Miami live in poverty.

3.

Air quality in the south Florida region is relatively good. Southeast Florida was designated a
"Maintenance Area" for air quality standards by EPA in early 1995.

4.

Traffic congestion in Dade County is bad and very likely will get worse as the population
increases noted above impact the road system. The Texas Transportation Institute rates
Miami's traffic congestion as the fourth worst of all urban areas in the nation.

5.

Downtown Miami offices have a high vacancy rate (23%+). Class A space is being absorbed,
but Class B and C space retain high vacancy rates.

6.

Parking is more than sufficient downtown, (42,000 total spaces) priced as low as $3.50 per day.
Parking in the downtown is controlled by the Miami Parking System (a semi-autonomous
agency) and private property owners. Due to the high vacancy rate for offices, new buildings
are not being built and vacant land is being used for surface parking.

7.

Crime is a major issue in Dade County and criminal justice is absorbing a greater portion of
the County's budget. While crime is not a major problem on the transit system, a decreasing
percentage of people regard the system as safe, according to tracking studies conducted from
1986 to 1994.

8.

NAFTA and GATT will further accelerate Miami's stature as a center of world trade in an
increasingly global economy. Dade County's strategic location and multilingual workforce
make it an attractive area for international commerce. Both the airport and seaport plan major
expansions to accommodate additional passengers. and cargo. There is tremendous movement
of passengers between the airport and seaport. Current cargo movement in and out of the
seaport has a negative effect on traffic in the downtown area and hinders the opportunities for
a more pedestrian friendly downtown environment.

-
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9.

Dade's Congressional delegation has minimal seniority and no committee chair positions.
MDT A's discretionary grant applications will need to be particularly strong on their merits
without a strong champion on the hill. On the other hand, Florida is a political megastate that
might receive the benefit of federal attention, particularly since the 1992 presidential election
results within the state were so close. The fact that Dade was selected to serve as the host of
the Hemispheric Summit held in December of 1994 is one example of Florida's national
significance.

10. A new Republican-controlled Congress might make significant changes in the way the USDOT
is structured, how transportation is funded at the federal level and in laws and regulations that
impact transit at the local level.
11. The structure of local government is undergoing change. The County Commission recently
changed from at-large elections for all commissioners to district elections. In November 1996
an elected County Executive will take office. Also, many communities that are currently
unincorporated are seriously thinking of incorporating as new cities.
12. Enabling legislation to create a Dade County Expressway Authority was passed by the state
legislature in 1994. The authority will have the power to levy tolls and use the proceeds for
transit or highway improvements (including transit operation expenses). Policies adopted by
this Authority could effect mode split in certain corridors in favor of greater use of transit.
13. Homestead Air Force Base will become a joint use facility with some military purposes as well
as multiple public/private purposes that will effect development and transportation
requirements in the surrounding areas.
14. Dade County has been at, or very near, the ten mill ad valorem cap for a number of years.
15. Two previous referenda for a dedicated transit tax have failed. There appears to be insufficient
support for new taxes for transit investments (or any other public service) from a majority of
the county population. However, a special study conducted in 1994 concludes a one cent sales
tax referendum for improved transit services and law enforcement could pass if strategically
planned and promoted.
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16. A majority of the County Commission appears to be in favor of reducing taxes in an effort to
regain credibility with the taxpayers of Dade County, and possibly stem the tide for the
creation of new cities.
17. Prospects for high speed rail increase with Miami's growing prominence as the "Capital of the
Americas". Visitors to Miami might want to take a few days to visit the attractions in central
Florida. In addition, the Disney Corporation is considering offering cruises as part of a week
long vacation package. They might use Miami as a port of call and contribute to connecting
Orlando and Miami with high speed rail.
18. Tri-Rail is in the process of aggressive capital expansion which will result in double tracking
the corridor to allow for 30 minute peak hour service within the next four years. More regional
coordination of transportation will be required in the next five years (fare coordination,
regional revenue sources, Miami Intermodal Center, ADA passengers, etc.). Tri-Rail will need
to find additional funds from the state, counties or a new regional source to operate the planned
expansion of service.
19. The Americans with Disabilities Act will require Dade County to make numerous
accommodations on its bus and rail systems, and ineet higher standards in the provision of
paratransit.
20. Major social issues such as AIDS, drug use, skills and education gaps, and the homeless will
affect MDT A as an employer and as a provider of services.
21. New technology should develop more quickly with new federal funding for Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) and APTS, and with conversion of military research to domestic
purposes.
22. Growth Management legislation remains in effect throughout the state which disallows growth
where transportation (and other public) services will not be available concurrent with the
proposed development. This favors development that occurs in areas already served by transit.

1=1111
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23. Clean Air Act Amendments and FTA regulations will require the use of alternative fuels in the
near future if diesel emissions do not meet strict standards (and if the Clean Air Act remains
intact).
OPPORTUNITIES

The same process used to identify forces, trends and issues was used to help identify the many
opportunities available to MDTA in the near future, as well as the threats to its success. The
opportunities are presented first, followed by the threats:
1.

ISTEA places emphasis on local decisionmaking, flexibility in the use of federal funds, and
intermodalism, all consistent with and helpful to MDTA programs and objectives. The
similarity in the composition of the MPO and the County Commission allows the maximum
amount of coordination between all transportation services provided by Dade County.

2.

The Florida Department of Transportation has become a multi-modal agency that is highly
supportive of transit options in District VI.

3.

There are, and will be, new services to promote, including extensions of the Metromover, Max
express services, the South Corridor Busway, bikes-on-buses, automated transit information
services, electronic information signs, automated vehicle locating capabilities, community
routes served by smaller vehicles, etc.

4.

Discontinuance of the English-only ordinance allows more effective communication with
Hispanic, Haitian, and other groups that represent the largest growth markets for transit in
Dade County.

5.

Mainstreaming ADNMedicaid passengers to regular transit can reduce STS costs and allow
the agency to handle new paratransit demands, while increasing ridership and revenue for fixed
route services.

6.

Transportation Management Associations have formed for South Miami Beach and the Civic
Center. These associations can help promote the utilization of transit to their employees and
encourage the creation of additional TMAs in the county.
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7.

The Transit 2020 Coalition has organized with over 250 members representing a broad cross
section of Dade County. This organization can also help promote transit services throughout
the county and promote enhanced funding for transit at the local, state, and federal level.

8.

Improved electronic communications can improve service information to customers, including
automated vehicle locating capabilities, automated phone information, cable television,
computer internets, electronic message boards on buses and trains, at stations, at remote
locations, etc.

9.

There are expanding markets to tap, given a growing population (with a disproportionate share
of low and moderate income households) and a current mode split of only 5%. The large
block of new immigrants coming from Cuba on a consistent basis for the foreseeable future
should be a target market for transit promotions.

10. Joint development leases at major train stations and transit centers are entirely possible, given
the successful agreement reached for the Dadeland North Metrorail site. Such agreements
would generate revenue and ridership, and promote growth along transit corridors.
11. The Dade County Expressway Authority could generate revenues for transit operations,
establish policies dealing with congestion pricing of highways and encourage transit use in
major corridors.
12. Major Investment Studies on most corridors should be completed in the next three years,
allowing construction to begin if funding can be secured.
13. Possibilities exist for transit oriented developments in the south part of the county as part of
the redevelopment efforts surrounding the Homestead Air Force Base.
14. For Dade County to enhance its status as a world class business community, it must mitigate
traffic congestion and improve its intermodal linkages (airport, seaport, rail and highway).
15. Access to transit could be improved through STP enhancement funds to better accommodate
pedestrians and bicyclists.

i=iii
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16. A number of MPO studies reviewing subjects such as parking, road pricing and congestion
management could result in policies that are very supportive of transit utilization.
17. Monthly mover passes might be sold as part of a package to those who purchase monthly
parking passes in municipal garages.
18. Tight budgets might provide opportunities for more effective labor negotiations, accelerate the
identification of efficiencies and savings within the Department and encourage a careful
reconsideration of service methods and allocation of resources.
19. Areas identified as agency weaknesses provide opportunities for focused improvements (e.g.
cross functional teams to counter parochialism, better communication programs, faster hiring
procedures, etc.).
20. A considerable amount of research has been done through tracking studies, surveys performed
through the Center for Urban Transportation Research, Kaset International and consultants
working on corridor projects. The results of these efforts, when combined with staff insights
gained through community outreach, can provide valuable information on market needs if·
properly reviewed and summarized.
21. The needs for funding of Tri-Rail and MDTA's North Corridor project could encourage review
of alternative methods of financing transit in southeast Florida on a regional basis. It could
also stimulate reviewing the possibility of repositioning the MDTA as part of the Expressway
Authority.
22. Improvements in reporting capabilities developed by MDTA provide opportunities for better
performance monitoring of the agency's service objectives.
23. The possible creation of new cities within Dade County also creates the opportunities for new
partners to help promote or provide transit in alternative forms for lower density areas.
24. Numerous improvements to bus services planned for implementation in the next two years
provide the opportunity to demonstrate and promote MDT A's commitment to the bus mode.

i=iii
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THREATS

1.

The local option gas tax, approved by the County Commission in 1993 and currently
programmed to provide a substantial portion of the local capital match for the North Corridor
project, could be placed on referendum and repealed.

2.

The County Commission appears to support reducing county taxes over the next three years.
As an agency largely supported by general funds, MDTA would be subject to considerable cuts
and a possible reduction of service during that time.

3.

State Block Grant funding (approximately $13,000,000 annually for operating assistance)
would be lost if Dade County decreases its level of funding for transit. State law currently
requires local transit providers to continue funding transit at current levels in order to be
eligible for transit Block Grant funds.

4.

Federal transit operating assistance is expected to be reduced by at least 40% in FY 1996 and
possibly eliminated in the near future.

5.

Skills gaps in vehicle and facilities maintenance capabilities can have severe impact on
passenger service and equipment longevity.

6.

Deferred maintenance on vehicles, equipment and facilities, and the absence of a budget to
cover those needs, can be a "timebomb. 11

7.

Parochial attitudes can develop due to divisive factors such as cultural differences, multiple
work locations, numerous specialties, different modes, union-management differences,
two-tiered salaries, etc.

8.

Inconsistent and unpredictable public policy could increase as Dade County goes through
"Political Redevelopment" (district commissioners, elected executive, incorporations, etc.).

9.

Increased traffic congestion could make maintaining bus schedules more difficult, resulting in
reduced service, less reliable service or higher expenses to maintain present levels of service.

i=iii
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10. Jitneys could re-enter the market in new forms, particularly if MDTA service quality
deteriorates or fares increase substantially.
11. The Miami Arena will lose the Florida Panthers as a major tenant when and if a new hockey
arena is built. The Miami Heat might also move from the Arena. Both defections would have
noticeable negative impacts on rail ridership.
12. Paratransit expenses could require a disproportionate percentage of the MDT A budget if firm
eligibility standards are not enforced.
13. Security expenses could increase substantially if crime becomes more common on the transit
system.
14. The media can seriously impair the image of transit ifMDTA gives the opportunity by not
performing up to quality service standards.
15. Highway and community development design that is insensitive to transit's requirements can
seriously hinder transit operations and peoples' access to the service.
16. An increase in parking facilities in major activity centers will hinder transit's prospects for
success.
17. Risk Management expenses, including insurance for facilities and workers compensation
claims, can absorb disproportionate percentages of the MDT A budget.
18. Support for transit can erode (and ridership will decrease) if high service standards for
timeliness, reliability, efficiency, safety and responsiveness are not maintained.
19. Support for transit can erode if the general public and decisionmakers are not convinced of the
importance of transit to the community.
20. A workforce that is not kept consistently informed during times of considerable change can
lose spirit, focus and commitment.
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21. Dade County is an area characterized by substantial and ongoing change. MDT A must be
particularly mindful of staying in touch with these changes or risk losing its primary markets
and its relevance.
THE IDENTIFICATION OF STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE MDTA

Seven different sessions were held from May through October of 1994 to obtain input from MDT A
employees on what they regarded as their agency's strengths and weaknesses. The participants in
these sessions represented all sections and levels of the agency. Each of these sessions lasted four
hours and were conducted at the downtown Wolfson campus of the Miami-Dade Community
College.
All participants were encouraged to be open and candid with their opinions. They were advised that
while all ideas would be recorded in writing, no names would be recorded or associated with
comments. It was also made absolutely clear there would be no reprisals for any opinion or idea
offered. Under these guidelines, discussions were very free and open. The ideas that have been
listed below were not voted upon by the groups. However, none of them were openly disputed.
Ideas that were actively opposed have not been included in the following lists. All seven meetings
were facilitated by the Center for Urban Transportation Research on-site representative who had
over ten years experience as the director of a mid-size transit system in Florida.
The Composition of the Seven Different Groups was as Follows:

Top Management: The MOTA Director; Executive Assistant to the Director; the Special Assistant
for Policy Development and Strategic Management; the Fair Employment Practices Officer; the
Safety Officer; the Deputy Director; the Assistant Directors for Administration, Bus Operations,
Planning, Engineering and Construction, and Rail Operations; and the Superintendents of Bus
Operations, Bus Maintenance, and Rail and Mover Vehicle Maintenance. This group met on April
14 and May 4, 1994.
Senior Management: This level of management was comprised of 31 people that were divided into
three different groups to maximize participation and discussion. These professionals were either
leaders of divisions that are shown on the agency's main organization chart, or leaders of otherwise
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significant department programs. Virtually every program MDTA undertakes was represented in
these sessions. The three different groups met on August 3, 11, and 17, 1994.
Supervision/Middle Management: This group was comprised of twelve MDTA employees that had
supervisory responsibilities, but were not responsible for entire programs. They ranged from first
line supervisors to assistant superintendents. They represented a broad cross section of agency
functions, including bus and rail operations and maintenance, public services, service planning,
Special Transportation Services, marketing, and administration. Also included in this group were
the three interns from within MDTA that had been working in a variety of agency sections over the
course of the year. This group met on October 12, 1994.
Clerical/Secretarial: This group was comprised of secretaries from ten different MDTA programs,
similar to the ones represented by the Supervision/Middle Management group. This group met
on October 18, 1994.
Frontline Personnel: This group was represented by 14 employees that either have frequent contact
with the public directly served by MDTA, or who are involved with the facilities, services or
equipment frequently used by MDTA customers. This group met on October 20, 1994.
A careful effort was made to include employees from all the different facilities from which MDT A
operates in each group. In addition, there was a conscious effort to create a balance of race, culture,
and gender in each meeting.
The ideas and comments provided at those meetings are compiled and presented below. Strengths
are presented first, separately by meeting. Following that, a list is developed which shows all those
areas of strengths that were identified by at least three of the seven groups. That list represents
areas where there is general consensus on what MDT A does well. The same process is then
followed to identify the weaknesses of MDTA. This information, when reviewed against the issues,
trends and forces identified earlier, will allow MDTA to identify factors critical to the success of
the agency.
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IDENTIFICATION OF STRENGTHS
Top Manai,:ement.

1.

The Program of Interrelated Projects provides a sense of vision for the agency.

2.

There are sufficient rail cars to accommodate rail service expansion on at least one new line.

3.

Most of the new ridership attained after Hurricane Andrew and the jitney enforcement actions
has been retained.

4.

MOTA enjoys a good relationship with federal and state fonding agencies.

5.

Part-time operators may be used in accordance with the labor agreement.

6.

The Transit 2020 Coalition provides a means of gaining greater support for transit in the Dade
community.

7.

MDT A has a dedicated workforce.

8.

The memberships of the Metropolitan Planning Organization and the Board of County
Commissioners is very similar.

9.

The demographics of Metrorail passengers is very similar to the demographics of the Dade
County population.

1O. A local option gas tax has been approved to provide the local match necessary to fund
substantial portions of large capital projects.
11. The MDT A's position in Dade County government can be a strength in terms of securing
transit supportive policies such as jitney regulation, growth management, site design, parking
policies, etc.
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12. :MDTA enjoys much improved credibility with the media, elected officials, community, FTA,
and the industry.
13. :MDTA's farebox recovery is quite strong, particularly on the bus side.
14. Major capital projects are being completed on time and under budget.
15. :MDTA is a frequent cosponsor of visible, popular community events.
16. :MDTAnow enjoys more positive publicity than in years past (though negative stories will be
printed when service quality declines).
17. :MDTA has a largely standardized bus fleet.
18. A multiyear procurement contract for buses is in place.
Senior Management - Group 1

1.

The vast majority of the work force is dedicated.

2.

There is greater organizational stability.

3.

:MDTA enjoys a good relationship with state and federal funding agencies.

4.

Intergovernmental relations have been strengthened.

5.

Capital project delivery is quite strong.

6.

There are promotional opportunities and low turnover.

7.

There are always new challenges.

8.

There are improved electronic communications capabilities.

1=1¢1
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9.

There is good personal computer support and innovation.

10. The Transit 2020 Coalition helps gain external support.
11. There is good task forcing that results in clear goals for certain projects.
Senior Mana&ement - Group 2

I.

Strong project management.

2.

Good participation in special events in the community.

3.

Good relationships with state and federal funding agencies.

4.

Good relationship with the major media, resulting in fair coverage.

5.

Rail stations are clean and attractive.

6.

A clear majority of the workforce is competent and dedicated.

7.

Actual crime on the system is minimal.

8.

Good on-time performance in rail.

9.

MDTA always looks for new technology.

10. The rail system has structural integrity.
11. The Program of Projects provides a common vision.
12. Agency credibility is much improved.

i=IJ,A
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Senior Manai:ement - Group 3

1.

On time performance of rail.

2.

More credibility with federal and state government transportation agencies.

3.

The workforce is dedicated and caring (they want things to improve).

4.

Project management is strong (to the point where FDOT wants MDTA to manage certain
projects completed with FHWA funds).

5.

More credibility with the co~munity.

6.

There is more vision as an agency than in times past.

7.

Media relations are much improved.

8.

Improved labor/management relations (particularly in scheduling).

9.

There are always new challenges for professional staff, including personal opportunities.

Supervisors/Middle Manai:ement

1.

Good recognition of rail employees.

2.

Better organizational stability.

3.

Dedicated workforce.

4.

The intern and mentor programs are very positive examples of MDTA investing in their
employees.

5.

There are career opportunities within MDTA.
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6.

There is a good relationship between MDTA, FDOT and the MPO.

Clerical/Secretarial

1.

MDTA has dedicated workers that like what they do.

2.

MDTA's image has improved tremendously.

3.

There is greater stability in the organization (though the organizational stability can be
disrupted by actions of the County Manager or Commission).

4.

The General Services Administration is very efficient at providing standard supplies and
materials.

5.

There are effective networks among employees within MDTA that allow projects to get
accomplished during critical times.

Frontline Personnel

1.

Dedicated workforce.

2.

Job security.

3.

Competitive compensation.

4.

Safe working conditions (although there is growing concern for the personal safety of bus
operators).

5.

Good equipment.

6.

Good technology.
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Consensus Stren~ths
The following strengths were identified by at least three of the seven working groups:
1.

The vast majority of :MDTA's workforce is dedicated and caring. There was unanimous
opinion from all groups on this point.

2.

:MDTA's relationship with state and federal agencies is quite good. Top, senior, and middle
management recognized this as an important strength.

3.

:MDTA's credibility with the media, elected officials, and the community is much improved
over recent years. This opinion was stated by top and senior managers as well as the clerical
representatives.

4.

:MDTA's capital project management capabilities were recognized as a major strength by top
and senior management.

5.

:MDTA was recognized as having more direction and vision (largely through the Program of
Interrelated Projects) by top and senior management.

6.

:MDTA was credited with much improved stability by representatives of senior management,
middle management, and clerical personnel.

7.

MDTA was viewed as being strong in the category of presenting new challenges for senior
managers, and for staying abreast of new technology in the field.

A common thread throughout the majority of the consensus strengths is that :MDTA has done a good
job of improving its image and standing with the external environment. This external environment
includes the media, state and federal funding agencies, elected officials, the transit industry and the
Dade County community. This has been promoted by conscious efforts to be involved with more
community events, the establishment of a transit coalition, and strong capital project management.
A clearer vision of transit's future, exemplified by the Program of Interrelated Projects, also creates
an image of an agency with a clearer direction which is appreciated by the external environment.
It is worth noting, however, that representatives of middle management, clerical personnel and
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frontline positions did not mention these links with the external environment as positive. In most
cases, they felt MDT A needed to do a better job of promoting itself.
The internal environment of MDTA was given credit for having improved stability, a challenging
environment for professionals, and a dedicated workforce. A number of other items were
recognized as strengths, but did not gain consensus. In fact, they often were qualified as being
"improved", but not yet a strength.
IDENTIFICATION OF WEAKNESSES
Top Mana~ement

1.

Centralized government processes can slow agency projects and frustrate employees. A public
bureaucracy can become more concerned with process than with purpose. This can become
particularly problematic in personnel matters.

2.

The "pattern bargaining" practiced by Dade County substantially reduces tran'sit managers'
abilities to make changes to the labor agreement, and reduces managers' effectiveness with the
TWU.

3.

Communication was identified as being "insufficient", though the definition of "sufficient
information" was not agreed upon.

4.

There are selective supervisory deficiencies.

5.

There are some cases of insufficient support to MDT A personnel.

6.

Separate locations hinder communication and a sense of unity, and cause some inefficiencies.

7.

MDTA has a slow response to complaints.

8.

The PACE attendance policy is not effective.
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9.

There are insufficient reliable buses.

10. There are insufficient rail lines.
11. MDT A must often meet demands for unscheduled service.
12. Bus stops and their amenities must be improved.
13. There are too many missed bus trips and too few miles between road calls.
14. There is no dedicated source of funding to provide expanded service.
15. Fare media is not user friendly enough (high cost, limited types of passes, limited sales outlets).
16. There are too many buses with excessive mileage.
17. There are labor skill gaps, particularly in the maintenance functions.
18. There are too many parochial interests within staff.
19 . Signage for passengers needs to be improved.
20. Political consistency is lacking, causing mixed signals to outside agencies and requiring time
consuming responses to multiple Commission requests.

Senior Mana~ement - Group 1
1.

The two-tier salary structure negatively affects the hiring and retention of good employees in
many classifications.

2.

Personnel job classifications are not flexible enough. There are jobs that don't really exist
anymore, but people are still classified in them. Classifications aren't changing to reflect
changing position requirements.
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3.

13(c) provisions allow TWU members who are 11 qualifiable 11 to have first opportunities for new
positions even in areas in which they are not currently qualified. They may train for up to a
year in the position and return to their former position if they do not meet all qualifications at
that time.

4.

Pattern bargaining.

5.

A confrontational relationship exists between the union and management.

6.

The TWU does not always present a unified front, making its actions less predictable.

7.

Communication within the agency is reactive, not proactive. There are insufficient meetings.
More is learned about the agency from reading the papers than from information provided by
theMDTA.

8.

Separate locations makes communications more difficult and wastes staff time by requiring
traveling to meetings.

9.

Deferred maintenance is viewed as a potential time bomb. No budget authority is being
established in anticipation of future rehabilitation needs of a one billion dollar system.

10. Different messages are received from Commissioners, making it difficult to know priorities.
11. Dade's County Attorney provides slow response to requests for assistance.
12. Dade's procurement process is remarkably slow for approval of engineering design projects,
requiring review by 14 agencies and taking over 10 months.
13. The process of hiring new employees takes far too long (six to eight months).
14. The PACE attendance control system is ineffective.
15. There is far too much parochial (territorial) attitude within the agency.
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16. There is insufficient employee recognition (not enough pats on the back for jobs well done).
17. There is slow response to requests for service from County internal service agencies.
18. There are too many sacred cows such as routes or positions within line-ups that stay in place
regardless of inefficiency (not enough guts within the agency to change them).
19. A more effective means to remove or change operators who are not customer friendly is
needed.
20. There are insufficient total funds for service expansion and other required improvements.
21. There is not enough contact with peers in the transit industry {insufficient conference
opportunities).
22. There are not enough contributions to the national transit experience (papers or presentations
at conferences).
23. MDTA is not customer oriented enough.
24. Not enough attention is given to internal projects that need to be done (e.g. the customer
information phone system has been worked on for six years and still is not completed).
Senior Management - Group 2

1.

There is insufficient bus service throughout the county.

2.

MDTA's place within county government hampers its ability to operate as professionally and
independently as other major transit agencies.

3.

MDTA's historic credibility still hampers it in certain communities.

4.

Service plans are developed and approved, but not supported with funds.
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5.

Pattern Bargaining.

6.

Too much centralization within MDTA and the County.

7.

The hiring process takes much too long (6 months minimum).

8.

The two tier salary structure can be a problem for certain classifications.

9.

It is very difficult to reclassify positions to reflect more recent and realistic job duties.

10. Insufficient communications. Senior staff meetings were good and well attended, but they are
not being held anymore. Not everyone is aware of what is going on within the agency.
11. Recognition for employees is insufficient.
12. There are far too many parochial practices.
13. 13c puts difficult training burdens on MDTA which weaken its ability to get all necessary work
done.
14. PACE is not effective and not uniformly applied.
15. There seems to be favoritism in hiring.
16. MDTA has a power hungry central administration that does not allow enough discretion to
division managers.

Senior Mana~ement - Group 3
1.

Policy decisions from Top Management are slow to develop if developed at all.

2.

Communication up, down, and across the agency is insufficient. Quarterly and monthly
meetings are not being held.
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3.

Parochial interests hinder the agency.

4.

There is no attendance policy for trainees.

5.

MDTA's existence as a county department is a hindrance to the agency's success.

6.

There is too much centralization of fundamentally important processes and decisionmaking.

7.

The hiring process is much too slow.

8.

There seems to be favoritism toward the rail mode. There is a sense of separation, not enough
coordination among modes.

9.

Pattern bargaining.

10. Union-management ~elationship is not good, but its getting a little better.
11. TWU leadership is not consistent or broad-minded.
12. There are different agendas being pursued within top management and power struggles. There
.is a perceived lack of trust.
13. There is not enough customer sensitivity. For instance, signage should be multilingual and use
better symbols. Elevators should be fixed more quickly.
14. 13(c) "qualifiable" hiring requirements restrict the agency from hiring qualified people as
quickly as possible.
15. Two tier hiring has hurt the agency.
16. There is insufficient employee recognition.
17. There are not enough training and professional development opportunities.
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18. Skills are deficient among certain classifications.
19. An inconsistent political agenda makes planning more difficult.
20. Construction projects take too long to be approved.
21. Computer support services are weak and upgrades are slow to be instituted.
Supervisors/Middle Manai:ement
1.

Morale is hurt by salary and benefits being chipped away due to inflation and bigger
contributions for health care.

2.

There isn't enough difference between the wages of skilled and unskilled employees within
TWU.

3.

There is a lack of cross training and cross functional teams.

4.

MDTA is reactive rather than proactive in regards to communication.

5.

All sections are fighting for their own positions to be approved. This can cause a delay in
hiring.

6.

Training is not sufficient (particularly in bus maintenance where there once was full time
training).

7.

MDT A has an aging bus fleet with high mileage.

8.

MDTA does not anticipate its manpower needs very well, resulting in shortages, overtime, and
poor service.

9.

There are insufficient funds for marketing, particularly now that the English-Only ordinance
is repealed and the majority of newcomers to Dade County speak Spanish.
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10. Not enough positive news about MDTA seems to be going out. More positive news could
help pass future referenda for transit funding.
11. TWU and management are not working together well. Managers need to be more responsive
to union ideas. The union needs to be more assertive with its own members to maintain high
standards.
12. Discipline doesn't always stick, which hurts morale among supervisors. Again, the TWU
shares responsibility for policing their own members.
13. MDT A needs to make better use of route data.
14. There needs to be more consistency in evaluations, discipline, and attendance monitoring.
Clerical/Secretarial

1.

MDTA's image is not that good. The agency does not promote itself well enough. The word
doesn't seem to be getting out when good things are done, either internally or externally. Some
of these good things are small scale, personal stories that should at least be shared internally.

2.

There are not enough opportunities for advancement for Administrative Secretary I's.
Classification seems to be determined by who one works for instead of the amount and level
of work one does. Training opportunities exist, but it doesn't seem to result in opportunities
for advancement.

3.

Some offices have outdated equipment. Requests for services from internal county service
offices can be slow. The 5300 Help Line is not always helpful.

4.

Personnel recruitment is too slow.

5.

Not enough recognition is given to the frontline employees (e.g., mechanics were not
acknowledged enough for improvements in bus maintenance in the latter part of 1994).
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6.

Communications are not adequate to keep people properly informed. There is not enough
sharing of information among all lines. More people should be on E-mail.

7.

The secretary is no longer the "control center" for office communications. E-mail users do not
copy the secretaries. They are, therefore, out of the loop and unable to assist when asked to
find correspondence on particular subjects.

8.

There is not enough coordination between managers or sections.

9.

There are too many emergency requests that are made without explanation. These cause
frustration, expense and inefficiency.

10. MDTA has no orientation for new employees. (Author's note: There are half-day orientation
sessions for all new employees once every quarter).
11. Secretaries could use their own personal computers or some method to store files on diskette.
The VAX system sometimes loses electronic files.
Frontline Personnel

1.

Transit service is not where it is needed most. There should be more bus service in poorer
communities.

2.

Service standards are lacking, leaving service decisions to political whim.

3.

Facilities in better neighborhoods tend to get fixed before facilities in poorer neighborhoods
(perceived favoritism for the south over the north portion of Metrorail).

4.

There are inadequate facilities maintenance personnel (only one team to repair and maintain
bus shelters).

5.

It takes MDT A too long to fill vacancies.
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6.

There is growing concern over bus operator personal security, and a feeling that not enough
is being done in this area.

7.

The radios in the buses do not work well.

8.

Bulletin boards at the different facilities are not always kept up to date or relevant.

9.

There is not enough investment in people at MDT A.

10. There should be more stress reduction programs for bus operators.
11. Information is not distributed consistently throughout the various divisions of the organization
(e.g. training notices). Not enough explanation is given for certain actions.
12. There is a rail/bus mentality instead of an MDTA mentality.
13. There is great resentment over the fact Rail maintenance technicians are paid a higher wage
than bus mechanics. Bus mechanics feel they need to know more than a rail mechanic, operate
on more models of vehicles, and work under more difficult circumstances.
14. There is no sense of trust between management and frontline personnel m guideway
maintenance.
15. There is resentment over the fact that facilities maintenance personnel with licenses make more
money than those without, though both can do the job equally well.
16. There is a feeling that management hires new employees from outside the organization to save
money through the two tier wage scale.
17. There is a belief that subcontracting is done even when it costs more money to do so.
18. Employees are not shown enough concern or given enough recognition for the work they do.
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CONSENSUS WEAKNESSES
The following factors were identified as MDTA weaknesses by at least three of the seven
groups:
1.

There is insufficient communication within the MDTA. This was the one item identified
by all seven groups. Top management felt there was not enough feedback from employees.
Senior management felt that communications up, down and across the organization were
deficient causing them to be unaware of what other divisions in the agency were doing. They
also characterized MOTA communication as reactive rather then proactive (where they learn
more about their agency through the media than through their supervisor), and they regretted
the absence of the monthly senior management meetings and the agency quarterly meetings.
Senior managers did note the weekly "bullets report" was helpful.

Middle managers expressed frustration with the minimal communication they receive since it
can make them look stupid in the eyes of their subordinates when they are unable to answer
questions about agency direction. Middle managers took it upon themselves (with the
encouragement of the Assistant Director for Planning and Construction) to share information
through a monthly planning coordination meeting that has turned out to be their best means of
obtaining information about agency programs and direction. Middle managers also noted the
need for an orientation program for new MOTA employees. (This in itself implies a lack of
communication since an orientation program currently exists).
Clerical/Secretarial personnel criticized the dearth of information sharing between all lines,
emergency requests that are made with no explanation, VAX files that need updating, their loss
of control over correspondence for their section due to E Mail, and the fact that an
easy-to-understand agency directory is not available to permit a secretary to see enough about
the organization to provide good information to the public when they call for assistance.
Frontline personnel noted that bulletin boards are not always current, training notices were not
consistently distributed and that radios did not work well. There was less discussed about this
subject than might have been expected from frontline personnel, but other comments made
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(lack of trust, favoritism, opinions on subcontracting and hiring) imply a possible deficiency
in discussions and information sharing between managers and subordinate employees.
The fact that so few agency strengths were identified in consensus fashion also suggests a lack
of communication throughout the agency. There are many things that MOTA does
exceptionally well, but they were not mentioned by frontline, clerical or middle management
personnel. This is consistent with input noting the agency did not promote itself well enough.
It has been said that communication is reduced 25% for every level within an organization,
unless consistent efforts are made to keep people informed.
It was also interesting to note the vital role played by the interns in their meeting. Having
participated with the staffs of many different sections of the agency, they were able to counter
the false impressions and frustrations some participants had about the efforts being made by
sections in MDTA other than their own.
2.

The only other weakness that was identified by all seven groups was the prevalence of
parochial interests within MDTA. Most of the comments were focused on top management.
Even within the Top Management meeting, the comment was made that the biggest threat to
MOTA is "us". Senior managers complained that policy decisions from top management were
slow to develop, if at all. Senior managers also noted there seems to be different agendas, a
lack of trust, and power struggles among top management. Central Administration was
characterized as "power hungry". Middle managers felt there were battles over what divisions
would have their vacant positions filled, and that a certain amount of favoritism seemed to exist
in the filling of positions. Clerical/Secretarial representatives felt there was not enough
coordination between managers, attributing that shortcoming to personalities, attitudes, and
insecurities. Frontline personnel expressed their very clear feeling that there is a distinct
bus-rail dichotomy at MOTA.

3.

Another weakness that gained near unanimous mention was the length of time it takes to hire
personnel and fill vacancies. Most groups mentioned it typically takes six to eight months
to hire someone (and sometimes longer). This was the most visible example of the more broad
based problem of too much centralization of processes and decisionmaking within county
government. Frustration over the inflexibility of county Personnel to consider reclassification
was expressed by two groups. Contracts for services such as engineering can take over 10
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months to approve after 14 different agencies have reviewed them. With the exception of
supplies from GSA, requests for assistance from other county support agencies are not usually
responded to rapidly. Two groups mentioned MDTA's position as a County agency rather
than a separate authority (as is the case in almost all major urban areas) as a weakness.
4.

Every group with the exception of clerical/secretarial personnel noted lack of funding as a
major weakness for MDT A. This weakness manifests itself in deficient bus service, meager
advertising, insufficient facilities maintenance crews, limited travel/professional development
opportunities, deferred maintenance, and unfulfilled service plans. While it is likely that most
public agencies would claim they don't have enough money to accomplish their mission,
MDT A is almost unique among major transit systems in not having a dedicated source of
funding that allows better capital and operations planning. It was interesting to note that
representatives of middle management expressed the opinion that a substantial portion of
MDTA personnel voted against previous referenda that would have resulted in more revenue
for transit in Dade County. This speaks to the need for improved internal communications
("Internal Marketing").

5.

The two tier salary structure was noted to be a problem by all senior management groups and
middle management. They believe this structure hinders the county's ability to attract and retain
qualified professionals. They noted that it is difficult to find professionals with any experience
willing to accept the starting salary. Employees hired at the entry level salary often leave due
to better offers. This causes the very long process of filling the vacancy to reoccur. Frontline
personnel believe the two tier system causes MDTA to hire from the outside rather than
promote from within because the new person would probably cost less. Surprisingly, no one
mentioned that the two tiered system results in lower morale or feelings of inequity.

6.

There is not enough attention paid to employee recognition, according to senior
management and representatives of clerical and frontline personnel. The most common
suggestion was for more down to earth compliments for jobs well done, requiring nothing more
than greater appreciation and awareness of what people are doing. Many people expressed ·
disappointment over the lack of feedback or acknowledgment for tasks they had done well.
Clerical representatives claimed they were sufficiently appreciated, but felt that frontline
workers are not. Frontline representatives corroborated that opinion.
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7.

The relationship between MDTA management and the TWU was seen as confrontational
or non-cooperative by senior and middle management, as well as the frontline
representatives. Middle management thought it was getting better in selective areas. There
was opinion expressed that the union is not that consistent or unified, making it more difficult
for management to work with the TWU. In addition, comments were also offered that the
union needs to do a more effective job of encouraging their members to maintain higher
standards. However, there was a feeling expressed by middle managers and frontline personnel
that management needs to be more open to union proposals and respond on a more timely
basis.

8.

Insufficient training was cited by senior and middle management, as well as frontline
personnel, as an ivIDTA weakness. Some members of senior management noted they had not
been to an APTA conference in many years. Middle management cited a deficiency in bus
maintenance training and a need for more cross functional training. They were strongly in
favor of the ivIDTA intern program. Frontline personnel stated that ivIDTA does not invest
enough in its own people. On the other hand, the training required by the 13 (c) agreement was
cited as an onerous condition by all top and senior management groups.

9.

The pattern bargaining Dade County engages in with six different bargaining units was cited
by top management and all senior management groups as a weakness. This form of bargaining
is another example of the effect of ivIDTA being a part of a larger centralized government.
ivIDTA managers have little or no influence on labor negotiations in this organizational setting.
In an age when "empowering" employees is encouraged, ivIDTA managers have had their
power over an important subject virtually stripped of them.

10. The "political inconsistency" of the Dade County Commission was noted as a weakness by
top and senior management, as well as frontline personnel. The new district form of
government requires ivIDTA to respond to more time consuming requests for information and
meetings in various districts. There are more requests for unscheduled service. Different
commissioners represent Dade County's transit interests differently to outside agencies. The
frontline personnel believe that service in terms of bus routes is too often determined by
subjective political whim rather than reasonable service standards.
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11. MDTA does not celebrate its successes enough. Representatives of senior and middle
management, as well as clerical personnel, thought there was insufficient marketing and
sharing of good news both internally and externally.
12. Morale does not appear to be high at MDTA, in spite of the consensus feeling that the
agency has a very dedicated workforce. In each meeting, the facilitator would ask each
participant to rate the morale within their section and the morale of MDTA as a whole. The
rating was based on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 representing low morale and 10 representing high
morale. In a clear majority of the responses, participants rated morale as being higher in their
own section than in MDT A as a whole. This should not be considered unusual, since smaller
work groups know each other better and develop a greater sense of teamwork around their own
_responsibilities. While this exercise was not intended to be scientific, it was clear that the
consensus for morale within MDTA as a whole was rated at approximately 4 on a scale of 10.
It also implies that a more concerted effort toward interdivisional information sharing could
improve morale considerably.
CONCLUSION

The management ofMDTA should be applauded for its willingness to undergo a serious selfappraisal. This exercise encourages participants to identify internal weaknesses as well as
strengths. The individual perceptions may not always be consistent with what management
knows to be absolutely true. However, the collective perceptions carry much more weight and
must be taken very seriously.

It is very encouraging that most of the weaknesses identified are correctable within the
resources of the Department. The. vast majority of MDT A employees are proud to be a part
of the Department, and believe their fellow employees are caring and dedicated. They also
believe the agency has a much improved image and is headed in a positive direction. This
positive energy must be harnessed and directed if the agency is to fulfill its mission statement.
The next step in the strategic planning process is to identify the factors critical to MDT A's
success. These factors must then be shared with all employees.
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